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Abstract
This study provides econometric estimates of the effects of
reductions in farm labor supply on the production of
hand-harvested fruits and vegetables. Using crop produc-
tion and employment data from California counties, we
estimate panel regressions linking farm employment to
crop production outcomes. Because we exploit variation
in equilibrium employment, as opposed to exogenous var-
iation in the labor supply curve, we use an equilibrium
displacement model to identify the most likely sources of
estimation bias and conclude that our regression estimates
should be interpreted as upper bounds for the effect of
interest. Our results indicate that a 10% decrease in the
farm labor supply (in terms of the number of workers)
causes at most a 4.2% reduction in production in the top
10 fruit and vegetable producing counties. Production
effects are channeled primarily through a reduction in
harvested acreage, although we also uncover some effects
on yield.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

American farmers have reported recurrent farm labor shortages and lamented their effects for more
than a decade (CFBF & UC Davis, 2019; della Cava & Lopez, 2019; Estrabrook, 2021; Glaister, 2006;
Plummer, 2013). In the meantime, a rich economic literature has assessed their empirical prevalence
(Hertz & Zahniser, 2012; Martin, 2007; Richards, 2018), identified some of their causes (Boucher
et al., 2007; Charlton & Taylor, 2016; Fan et al., 2015; Kostandini et al., 2013; Richards &
Patterson, 1998; Taylor et al., 2012), and discussed mitigating strategies (Charlton et al., 2019;
Hamilton et al., 2021; Richards, 2018, 2020; Taylor et al., 2012; Zahniser et al., 2018). Although a
consensus seems to have emerged that agricultural labor is indeed becoming scarcer (Charlton &
Taylor, 2016; Richards, 2018; Taylor et al., 2012),1 the extent to which labor shortages actually
impact the supply of agricultural goods, particularly labor-intensive and perishable crops such as
fruits and vegetables (FV), remains unclear. The question is important, notably because its answer
partially determines whether consumers can be expected to bear some of the burden associated with
reduced farm labor availability. The goal of the present article is to address this question empirically.

To be sure, there are good reasons to expect FV production to be sensitive to labor availability.
First, even if the mechanization of certain field operations has reduced the need for human labor,
many FV crops still need to be picked manually.2 Second, because these crops are highly perishable,
the timing of labor availability at harvest is key. Hence, labor market frictions have bigger conse-
quences for FV production than for commodities that can stand in the field without immediate risk
of spoilage (Ridley & Devadoss, 2021).

Of course, reduced domestic production could be compensated by imports, at least partially. If
the supply of FV imports to the United States were perfectly elastic at current prices, the question of
farm labor shortages would admittedly be moot from a long-run welfare perspective. Increased
imports, however, likely come at higher marginal costs. First, although the United States is a net FV
importer,3 a large share of imports originates in countries with counterseasonal production and can-
not be considered perfect substitutes for domestic products (Kenner, 2021). Second, one reason why
farm labor is becoming scarcer in the United States is that countries where much of this labor origi-
nates, notably Mexico, are themselves undergoing an “agricultural transformation” with fewer peo-
ple involved in agriculture and rising opportunity costs of farm work (Charlton & Taylor, 2016;
Timmer, 1988). Thus, the prices of imports from these countries could be expected to rise with
United States import demand. Such price increases could in turn stimulate procurement from more
distant locations, but importing FV from faraway places implies a reduced shelf life once product
reaches US markets, an increased risk of contamination due to limited reach of government over-
sight (Congressional Research Service, 2020), and higher transport costs and attendant external envi-
ronmental effects. Hence, replacing domestic production by imports would, in all likelihood, come
with additional consumer costs in terms of price, quality, and convenience, as well as higher social
costs. In the short run, it would also cause American farmers, who have invested physical and
human capital in FV operations, to suffer economic losses (Clemens et al., 2018).

But how much do changes in the farm labor supply really affect the production of labor-intensive
crops in the United States? To answer this question, this article estimates elasticities of hand-
harvested specialty crop production and value with respect to farm labor using data from California

1Although Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages data indicate that crop employment in California was lower in 2020 than in 2019, it is
unclear whether COVID-19 contributed substantially to the decline. Hill (2020) suggests that it was mainly driven by demand-side factors.
Martin (2021)’s analysis of California Employment Development Department survey data documents an increase in California’s agricultural
employment during the second half of 2020 (relative to 2019). Additionally, Martin (2020) notes that major workplace COVID-19 outbreaks
were generally absent in California’s agricultural sector during the first half of 2020, and that generous unemployment benefits, as opposed to
COVID-19 related employee shortages, may explain the decline in crop employment.
2For crops, such as berries, that are harvested multiple times, it is not only the risk of produce damage that favors manual harvest but also the
fact that the decision whether to pick individual fruit must be made according to caliber, ripeness, or the presence of visible defects.
3In net, the United States imported $11.4 billion of FV in 2015, excluding nuts; in 2013, the import share of U.S. demand was about 24% for
fresh fruit and 22% for fresh vegetables in volume (Congressional Research Service, 2016, 2020).
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counties spanning the 30-year period from 1990 to 2019. California is a natural setting for this analy-
sis as it produces one-third of domestic vegetables and two-thirds of domestic fruits and nuts
(CDFA, 2021); it is also the largest agricultural employer in the nation, with labor expenses account-
ing for nearly one-third of the US total (NASS, 2021). Notably, the agricultural workforce is mostly
composed of Mexican laborers,4 making the farm labor supply susceptible to changing economic
opportunities in Mexico, competing labor demand from the US construction and services sectors, or
changes in immigration rules and enforcement, all of which are arguably exogenous to local produc-
tion outcomes.

Our study brings together three datasets pertaining respectively to crop production, farm
employment, and weather. Our empirical strategy deploys fixed-effects panel regression models at
the crop-county-year level of aggregation, where the regressor of interest measures county-year farm
employment during the peak harvest season. The identifying variation comes from differences across
counties in the evolution of employment about smooth county-level trends, net of weather effects.
The fact that crop employment, an equilibrium value, is used as the explanatory variable in place of
the underlying yet unobserved labor supply variable causes important identification challenges.

First, to the extent that the labor supply curve is upward sloping (as opposed to perfectly inelas-
tic) and the labor demand curve is downward sloping (as opposed to perfectly elastic), a change in
equilibrium employment understates the underlying shock to labor supply. Thus, the empirical
employment-output elasticity overstates the elasticity of interest, which is with respect to the labor
supply shift as measured along the labor quantity axis. Second, because farm employment is an equi-
librium value, it may be influenced by other factors, such as weather-induced productivity shocks,
that affect the outcome independently of labor supply shocks, raising concerns about omitted
variables.

To develop a clear understanding of the bias resulting from these combined factors, we make
novel use of the equilibrium displacement framework, a classical tool of agricultural policy analysis
(e.g., Gardner, 1975; Gunter et al., 1992; Mérel, 2009; Okrent & Alston, 2012; Piggott et al., 1995;
Wohlgenant, 1989). Specifically, we examine how labor supply shocks, shocks to the supply of other
inputs, output demand shocks, and technology shocks jointly affect equilibrium quantities in the
specialty crop and farm labor markets, and may thus contribute to the correlation between crop out-
put and equilibrium employment present in the data. The equilibrium displacement model provides
a set of reduced-form equations accounting for structural relationships across markets that are used
to derive an expression for the estimation bias. This expression is a function of structural parameters,
notably elasticities, with unknown magnitudes but known signs, allowing the sign of the bias to be
discussed transparently. Thus, even if our regression analysis is reduced form, we explicitly link it to
a structural model of FV supply for interpretation purposes.

This exercise reveals that the empirical employment-output elasticity should, in several respects,
be interpreted as an upper bound to the effect of interest. Part of the upward bias may be reduced by
appropriate controls, but the use of equilibrium employment instead of a direct yet unobservable
measure of labor supply biases the elasticity estimate upward to an extent that cannot be eliminated,
even with instrumental variables. Thus, our empirical strategy consists of mitigating, to the extent
possible, the omitted variable bias through a host of control variables, while still interpreting the
resulting elasticity estimate as an upper bound. Our preferred panel regression includes year fixed
effects, quadratic county-level trends, and monthly temperature and precipitation controls, in addi-
tion to county fixed effects differentiated by crop. The identifying assumption for the upper bound is
that, conditional on fixed effects and other control variables, there are no unobserved determinants
of production outcomes that are correlated with labor supply.5

4According to the 2017–18 survey round of the National Agricultural Workers Survey, 86% of the state’s crop labor force was born in Mexico
(US Department of Labor, 2021).
5Importantly, for our upper bound interpretation to fail, it would have to be the case that unobserved determinants of production outcomes
affect farm labor supply, not demand. Unobserved determinants of production outcomes that affect farm labor demand—and therefore farm
employment through wage effects—would result in upward bias that is already accounted for by our upper bound interpretation.
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Our empirical results indicate that a 10% decrease in the farm labor supply (in terms of the num-
ber of workers willing to supply labor at a given price) causes at most a 4.2% decrease in hand-
harvested FV production in the top 10 producing counties, which together produce 86% of the value
of all labor-intensive crops in the state.6 Reduced production is primarily channeled through a
decrease in the number of acres harvested (�2.8%), although we also uncover small yield effects
(�1.4%). Impacts on the total value of production appear to be concentrated in the top five counties.
There, a 10% decrease in the farm labor supply causes at most a 5.5% decrease in production value.
If the labor supply declines at a rate of 1% per year, as suggested by Charlton and Taylor (2016),
farmers in the leading FV producing counties could lose as much as $3.7 billion in revenue, or
roughly 2.9% of the total revenue, over the course of a decade. Thus, moderate decreases in the farm
labor supply could have meaningful economic impacts, but they would likely not devastate Cali-
fornia’s FV industry. Importantly, falsification tests run on mechanically harvested field and nut
crops deliver elasticity estimates that are much smaller than those found for labor-intensive crops,
sometimes negative, and generally not statistically significant, consistent with the hypothesis that
labor supply shocks have a negligible impact on crops that do not rely heavily on manual labor.

To our knowledge, few recent studies have examined how changes in labor supply affect FV pro-
duction in the United States. With the help of a computable general equilibrium model, Zahniser
et al. (2011) calculate that a policy aimed at increasing immigration enforcement would lead to a
3.4% reduction in farm employment and a 2.0% (resp. 2.9%) reduction in fruit (resp. vegetable) pro-
duction, implying an upper bound for the elasticity of production with respect to the farm labor sup-
ply of 0.58 (resp. 0.85). On balance, these bounds are larger than those produced by our analysis.
Two other studies, Brady et al. (2016) and Cassey et al. (2018), use an equilibrium displacement
model to examine how simultaneous shocks to output demand and labor supply affect the produc-
tion of tree fruits. The implied elasticity of aggregate tree fruit production with respect to the labor
supply in Brady et al. (2016) ranges from 0.21 to 0.54, in line with the upper bounds produced by
our analysis. Cassey et al. (2018) estimate an elasticity of 0.42 for apples, which is consistent with
our findings, but their estimate of 0.93 for peaches lies above our range of estimates.

Our article contributes to the literature in three ways. First, we extend the recent US farm labor
literature, which points to a declining farm labor supply and identifies its plausible causes, by quanti-
fying the consequences such changes may have on hand-harvested FV production.

Second, we provide a direct econometric bound on the elasticity of labor-intensive crop produc-
tion with respect to the farm labor supply. In contrast, existing studies examining the impacts of
farm labor supply shocks (e.g., Brady et al., 2016; Cassey et al., 2018; Gunter et al., 1992) have used
the equilibrium displacement approach, which relies on structural parameter estimates taken from
the literature. Although we also develop an equilibrium displacement model, we use it to determine
the likely sign of the estimation bias and proceed to identify an upper bound for the effect of interest
using detailed production, employment, and weather data without imposing structure in estimation.

Third, we demonstrate a novel use of the equilibrium displacement framework that could be
adapted to a variety of empirical settings. Specifically, we show how an equilibrium displacement
model can help formalize intuition about the estimation bias resulting from the use of an equilibrium
employment variable in regression analysis, a common problem in labor economics. For example, in
the immigration literature, researchers have often relied on instrumental variables to produce exoge-
nous variation in the share of immigrant labor (e.g., Basso & Peri, 2015; Borjas, 2014; Mérel &
Rutledge, 2021), but a commonly used class of instruments has been found to exacerbate bias in cer-
tain settings (Goldsmith-Pinkham et al., 2020; Jaeger et al., 2018). The approach developed here

6Throughout this study, a “labor-intensive” crop is defined as a fruit or vegetable crop that did not have a viable automated harvest technology
available at any point during the period of study. That determination was made based on a combination of common knowledge (e.g., tree fruits
intended for the fresh market are generally not mechanically harvested due to unacceptable damage that occurs from the use of mechanical
shake and catch systems), conversations with UC Davis Professor Emeritus and farm labor expert Philip Martin, and an examination of
University of California Agriculture and Natural Resources commercial fruit and vegetable production publications, which contain information
about harvesting practices for California’s FV crops (see e.g., https://anrcatalog.ucanr.edu/pdf/7234.pdf, p. 4, par. 6).
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offers an alternative, or a complement, to the use of instrumental variables, allowing researchers to
determine the extent to which their empirical estimates may be interpretable as bounds.

The article is organized as follows: Section 2 develops a structural framework to gain insight into
the plausible estimation bias and presents our empirical strategy; Section 3 describes the data;
Section 4 discusses the results; and Section 5 concludes.

2 | METHODOLOGY

2.1 | Model

Our empirical analysis regresses agricultural production outcomes on equilibrium farm employment.
To evaluate the effects of unobserved market and technology shocks on equilibrium outcomes, we
develop a simple equilibrium displacement model, building upon the seminal work of Muth (1964).
We link the model to our regression framework to inform our choice of controls and analyze the
expected direction of bias on the estimated labor supply-production relationship caused by the use
of equilibrium employment in place of a labor supply variable and the omission of relevant variables
affecting labor demand. This analysis reveals that, in several respects, our empirical estimates should
be interpreted as upper bounds for the parameters of interest.

The conceptual model is meant to represent changes in equilibrium outcomes at the level of a
California county, our empirical unit of analysis. Thus, shocks to labor supply and other primitives
of the model are interpreted as occurring along the time dimension of our panel, as we include
county fixed effects to capture permanent differences across counties in terms of crop mix, available
farmland, or access to irrigation, that may explain both labor employment and production outcomes.
In the spirit of parsimony, we also consider a composite crop output, as opposed to the individual
crops used in our main regression analysis, because our regressor of interest, county farm employ-
ment, does not vary by crop.7

Our model assumes that farmers in a county produce a single homogeneous labor-intensive FV
good (Q) using two factors: labor (A) and a composite non-labor input (B). The aggregate, county-
level production function Q(A, B) is assumed to be homogeneous of degree one, and markets are
assumed to be perfectly competitive.8 These considerations suffice to generate equilibrium conditions
that implicitly define all quantities and prices in the input and output markets. Specifically, the
industry equilibrium is characterized by six equations in six endogenous variables (Q, A, B, p, pA,
pB), as follows:

Q¼ f pð Þ ð1Þ

Q¼Q A,Bð Þ ð2Þ

pA ¼ pQA A,Bð Þ ð3Þ

7Our preferred empirical specification includes a set of crop-by-county fixed effects, which improves the explanatory power of the model. It
should be noted, however, that once county fixed effects are included, the addition of crop-by-county fixed effects only impacts our regression
estimates when the analysis is conducted on an unbalanced panel because the employment measure only varies at the county-year level.
8To the extent that labor market frictions impede the free movement of labor across employers, or that some producers claim a large market
share for certain commodities, notably berries, the assumption of perfect competition may seem questionable. An in-depth investigation of
imperfectly competitive labor markets by Manning (2003) suggests that the perfectly competitive model may provide a good approximation to
reality when labor market frictions are low. Recent evidence from the NAWS suggests that the US farm labor market may be imperfectly
competitive, but its deviation from the competitive equilibrium is modest (Rutledge et al., 2021). To help alleviate concerns about market power
resulting from large producers, we show empirical results for a set of models that excludes berry crops in Appendix E.1, Appendix S1.
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pB ¼ pQB A,Bð Þ ð4Þ

A¼ g pA
� � ð5Þ

B¼ h pB
� �

, ð6Þ

where p is the output price, pA (resp. pB) is the price of input A (resp. input B), and QA and QB

denote the marginal products. Equation (1) states that equilibrium in the output market occurs on
the output demand schedule, denoted f(p). Equation (2) imposes technical efficiency. Equations (3)
and (4) state that input prices are equal to the value of their respective marginal product, conditions
that are implied by profit-maximizing behavior. Finally, Equations (5) and (6) state that equilibrium
in each input market occurs on the input supply schedules, denoted g(pA) and h(pB).

Following Muth (1964), we denote by dQ� � d lnQ≈ dQ
Q the logarithmic differential change in

equilibrium output and, similarly for other equilibrium values, resulting from a series of exogenous
shocks to the equilibrium to be defined below. The equilibrium in relative changes is described by
the following set of equations9:

dQ� �ηdp� ¼ α

dQ� �kAdA
� �kBdB

� ¼ δ

�dp� þkB
σ
dA� �kB

σ
dB� þdp�A ¼ δ

�dp� �kA
σ
dA� þkA

σ
dB� þdp�B ¼ δ

dA� � eAdp
�
A ¼ β

dB� � eBdp
�
B ¼ γ:

This system can be solved for the endogenous variables dQ*, dA*, dB*, dp*, dp�A, and dp�B, gener-
ating six reduced-form equations where the structural market parameters (η, eA, eB, σ, kA, and kB)
and the shock variables (α, β, γ, and δ) appear on the right-hand side. The parameter η ≤ 0 denotes
the elasticity of derived demand for the crop aggregate, σ ≥ 0 denotes the elasticity of substitution in
production, kA > 0 (resp. kB > 0) is the cost share of input A (resp. B), with kA + kB = 1, and eA ≥ 0
and eB ≥ 0 are the supply elasticities of inputs A and B, respectively.

We consider four types of shocks to the equilibrium. The first shock, denoted β, represents a shift
in the labor supply curve in percentage terms in the direction of the quantity axis, at the initial equi-
librium price. This shock is critical to identification as we seek to relate fluctuations in labor supply
to variation in crop output. In our empirical setting, shocks to local labor supply could plausibly
arise from changes in local demand for construction or food service workers, changes in immigration
enforcement, or changes in economic opportunities in foreign workers’ countries of origin.

Other types of shocks to the equilibrium act as nuisance as they may confound our estimate of
interest. The second shock, denoted γ, represents a shift in the nonlabor input supply (in percentage
terms) in the direction of the quantity axis. Examples of nonlabor input supply shocks include
decreases in the amount of agricultural land due to urban expansion and restrictions on surface
water deliveries during periods of drought. The third shock, denoted α, represents a shift in crop
output demand (in percentage terms) in the direction of the quantity axis. This shock could repre-
sent secular changes in demand driven by changes in domestic consumption patterns or access to
new international markets. Thus, positive values of β, γ, and α represent increases in the supply of
labor, the supply of nonlabor inputs, and the demand for output, respectively. The fourth shock,

9These equations are easily derived from the equilibrium in levels, as described in Muth (1964).
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denoted δ, is a productivity shock representing the percentage change in the marginal products of
the inputs at given level of input use. Productivity shocks may be caused by weather events such as
spring freezes, extreme heat, and rain during the pollination period, or by the diffusion of
productivity-enhancing technologies like smart irrigation.10

The reduced-form equations for d lnQ and d lnA can be expressed as

d lnQ¼ kAη σþ eBð Þ
D|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ξ1

βþkBη σþ eAð Þ
D|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ξ2

γ�σ kAeAþkBeBð Þþ eAeB
D|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ξ3

α

þη σ 1þkAeAþkBeBð ÞþkBeAþkAeBþ eAeB½ �
D|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ξ4

δ

ð7Þ

and

d lnA¼ ση� kBσ�kAηð ÞeB
D|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ρ1

βþkB σþηð ÞeA
D|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ρ2

γ�eA σþ eBð Þ
D|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ρ3

αþ σþ eBð Þ 1þηð ÞeA
D|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ρ4

δ, ð8Þ

where

D� ση�σ kAeAþkBeBð Þþη kBeAþkAeBð Þ� eAeB ≤ 0: ð9Þ

To simplify notation, the coefficients on β, γ, α, and δ in Equation (7) (resp. Equation (8)) are
denoted ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, and ξ4 (resp. ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, and ρ4). As β is a percentage change, it can be rep-
arameterized as d lnβ0, where lnβ0 represents the unobserved log farm labor supply and β0 is the
underlying labor supply measured along the quantity axis. The same holds true for the other shocks,
allowing us to define the corresponding variables γ0, α0, and δ0.

The relevant concern from a policy standpoint is with regard to how decreases in the sup-
ply of farm workers, which may result from increased border enforcement or an expanding
Mexican economy, affect US crop production. As a result, we are not interested in how
changes in equilibrium farm employment relate to changes in production because (i) variation
in employment may be driven by fluctuations in labor demand and (ii) even if the demand for
labor is stable, under commonly accepted assumptions, changes in employment will not accu-
rately reflect changes in labor supply. In light of these considerations, the parameter of interest
is the elasticity of labor-intensive crop production with respect to the underlying farm labor
supply, namely:

∂ lnQ
∂ lnβ0

¼ d lnQ
β

����
γ¼α¼δ¼0

¼ kAη σþ eBð Þ
D

¼ ξ1:

If the elasticity of substitution between labor and the composite nonlabor input (σ), the input
supply elasticities (eA and eB), the output demand elasticity (η), and the cost shares (kA and kB) were
known, a simple calculation could determine the value of ξ1.

11 However, these parameter values are

10The shocks β, γ, and α differ from those used in Muth (1964). Here, we define output demand and input supply shocks as shifts in the
direction of the quantity axis at a given price, whereas Muth (1964) defines them as shifts in the direction of the price axis at a given quantity,
such that, for example, an increase in the supply of an input corresponds to a decrease in its price. The shock δ is defined as in Muth (1964),
who refers to it as a neutral technological change.
11Such calculation would be most appropriate at an aggregate level, for example, California or the entire United States.
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not known with certainty, and estimates tend to vary widely. For example, the farm labor supply
elasticity estimates used in the most recent equilibrium displacement studies range from 0.71 to 3.37
(Brady et al., 2016; Cassey et al., 2018). An examination of Equation (7) reveals that without further
parameter restrictions, ξ1 is bounded between zero and one; this range is wide enough that an empir-
ical estimate would arguably provide valuable information.

If β0 were observed, direct estimates of ξ1 could be obtained by using ordinary least squares
(OLS) regression with a (log) production variable as the outcome variable and lnβ0 as the regressor
of interest, possibly controlling for factors one may think could correlate with labor supply shocks.
To the extent that the labor supply shocks are uncorrelated with other shocks (such as γ, α, and δ) or
these shocks are controlled for in the regression, the resulting elasticity estimate would be unbiased.
However, when ξ1 is estimated using the employment variable (A) instead of the underlying labor
supply variable (β0), the regression coefficients are typically biased. The equilibrium displacement
model then provides a useful framework to identify the determinants, and assess the direction, of the
estimation bias.

2.2 | Estimation bias

Using Equation (8) to solve for β and substituting the formula for β into Equation (7), one can
express the employment-production relationship as

d lnQ¼ ξ1
ρ1
d lnAþΥd lnγ0 þΣd lnα0 þΛd lnδ0, ð10Þ

where

Υ� ξ2ρ1�ξ1ρ2
ρ1

, Σ� ξ3ρ1� ξ1ρ3
ρ1

, and Λ� ξ4ρ1�ξ1ρ4
ρ1

:

By integrating Equation (10), the employment-production relationship can then be expressed as

lnQ¼Cþ ξ1
ρ1

lnAþΥ lnγ0 þΣ lnα0 þΛ lnδ0,

where C is the constant of integration. This relationship can be estimated empirically using the fol-
lowing OLS regression model:

lnQ¼ cþΓ lnAþΥ lnγ0 þΣ lnα0 þΛ lnδ0 þ e|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ν

, ð11Þ

where ν is an error term with  νj lnA½ �≠ 0 because the unobserved nonlabor input supply
shocks, output demand shocks, and technology shocks are all correlated with equilibrium
employment via Equation (8). Thus, even under the assumptions that labor supply shocks are
not correlated with the other shocks and that these shocks are not correlated with each
other,12 there is omitted variables bias because the model is estimated with the equilibrium
employment variable instead of the underlying labor supply variable. Under these assumptions,
the OLS coefficient on the (log) equilibrium employment variable has a probability limit
equal to

12These assumptions imply that cov lnβ0 , lnγ0ð Þ = cov lnβ0 , lnα0ð Þ = cov lnβ0 , lnδ0ð Þ = cov lnγ0 , lnα0ð Þ = cov lnγ0 , lnδ0ð Þ = cov lnα0 , lnδ0ð Þ = 0.
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ΓOLS ¼ ξ1þθ1þΥ
cov lnA, lnγ0ð Þ

var lnAð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
θ2

þΣ
cov lnA, lnα0ð Þ

var lnAð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
θ3

þΛ
cov lnA, lnδ0ð Þ

var lnAð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
θ4

, ð12Þ

where ξ1 is the parameter of interest and the bias terms are defined as13

θ1 ¼ ξ1
ρ1

� ξ1 ¼
kAηeA σþ eBð Þ kBη�kAσ� eBð Þ

ση� kBσ�kAηð ÞeB½ �D ð13Þ

θ2 ¼ Υ
ρ2

ρ22var lnγ0ð Þ
F

� �
ð14Þ

θ3 ¼ Σ
ρ3

ρ23var lnα0ð Þ
F

� �
ð15Þ

θ4 ¼ Λ
ρ4

ρ24var lnδ0ð Þ
F

� �
, ð16Þ

with

F� ρ21var lnβ0ð Þþρ22var lnγ0ð Þþρ23var lnα0ð Þþρ24var lnδ0ð Þ: ð17Þ

The term θ1 captures the bias from using an equilibrium employment variable to estimate the effect
of a change in the underlying labor supply. We refer to this source of bias as the “employment–labor
supply mismatch bias.” An examination of Equation (13) reveals that θ1 ≥ 0. Thus, if there are no omit-
ted variables, then ΓOLS can be interpreted as an upper bound for ξ1. Importantly, the employment–labor
supply mismatch bias only exists (i.e., θ1 > 0) if the labor supply curve is not perfectly inelastic
(i.e., eA >0) and the labor demand elasticity, defined as ηA, is finite (i.e., ηA > �∞). Figure 1 provides a
graphical depiction of the local farm labor market to demonstrate this result. As can be seen in Panel
(a), when the demand for labor is downward sloping and the supply of labor is upward sloping, a
horizontal shift in the labor supply from LS0 to LS1 corresponds to a shift that is larger in magnitude
than the change in equilibrium employment (i.e., jdβ0j = jA2�A0j > jA1�A0j = jdAj). As a result,
the effect of the labor supply shock dβ0 will be attributed to a smaller change in A, causing the empir-
ical estimate to overstate the effect of the labor supply shock. When the labor supply is perfectly
inelastic (i.e., eA = 0), as shown in Panel (b), the shift from LS0 to LS1 causes an equivalent change
in employment (i.e., jdAj = jdβ0j = jA1�A0j), so there is no bias. The same holds true when labor
demand is perfectly elastic (i.e., ηA !�∞), as shown in Panel (c). If the county-level labor supply
and demand elasticities were known with certainty, one could back out the population parameter of
interest by dividing the OLS regression estimate by 1+ jeA/ηAj. To the extent that the supply of labor
at the county level is much less elastic than the demand for labor, the required adjustment would be
relatively small. These results are derived formally in Appendix A.1, Appendix S1.

We further show in Appendices A.2–A.4 that Υ ≥ 0, Σ ≥ 0, and Λ ≥ 0, which implies that the
signs of θ2, θ3, and θ4 are determined by the signs of ρ2, ρ3, and ρ4, respectively. An examination of
Equation (8) reveals that ρ3 ≥ 0, therefore θ3 ≥ 0. Additional derivations reveal that ρ2 ≥ 0 , η ≤ �σ
and ρ4 ≥ 0 , η ≤ �1, so further discussion is warranted to determine the plausible signs of θ2
and θ4.

13To derive Equations (14), (15), and (16), we integrate Equation (8) and substitute the corresponding equation for lnA into the bias terms in
Equation (12) while imposing the constraints outlined in footnote 12.
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Recall that our equilibrium displacement model is meant to describe equilibrium at the level of a
county, our empirical unit of analysis. The derived demand for the crop aggregate at the county level
is more elastic than aggregate demand, by an extent determined by the share of output produced by
the county and the supply elasticity of the other regions. Thus, there are good reasons to believe that
the demand for FV crops at the county level is highly elastic. For example, even if a county produces
5% of the total output, the elasticity of demand facing that county will be at least 20 times larger than
the aggregate demand elasticity, and it may be much larger if the supply from other regions is not
perfectly inelastic. Existing work suggests that the short-run aggregate demand elasticity for labor-
intensive crops is about �1.2 (Gunter et al., 1992). Because the average county in our sample pro-
duces less than 5% of the national output, the relevant derived demand elasticity is likely at least
�24.0 (20 � �1.2) and could potentially be much larger. Regarding σ, estimates by Ejimakor,
Quaicoe, and Asiseh (2017) for southeastern states suggest that the elasticity of substitution between
labor and capital (resp. labor and land, resp. labor and chemicals) is 0.27 (resp. 0.28, resp. 0.48).
Taken together, this evidence indicates that the conditions required to ensure an upper bound
(i.e., η < �σ and η < �1) are both likely to be met.14

F I G U R E 1 The labor market under different supply and demand elasticities

14We found two estimates of σ relevant at the national level. The first one suggests that the short-run elasticity of substitution between all hired
farm labor and capital is 0.32 (Brown & Christensen, 1980), whereas the second one suggests that the short-run elasticity of substitution
between seasonal farm labor and capital is 0.63 (Gunter & Vasavada, 1988).
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Intuitively, the bias from the unobserved nonlabor input supply shocks (θ2) is expected to be
positive because η < �σ means that the two factors are gross complements. Thus, a positive
shock to the supply of the nonlabor input, which tends to increase output, also increases the
demand for labor. That the bias arising from unobserved technology shocks (θ4) should be posi-
tive under the assumption of elastic output demand is also intuitive. When inputs are more pro-
ductive, there is less need to employ them for given output, thus output price decreases, which
boosts output demand and the derived demand for inputs. Whether the net effect is an increase
in input use depends on the elasticity of output demand: When demand is elastic, the quantity
effect is large and dominates the productivity effect, resulting in an increase in both output and
input use. Finally, the bias resulting from unobserved output demand shocks (θ3) is evidently
positive as well: An increase in output demand results in a higher equilibrium quantity brought
about by higher input use. As a result, all three sources of omitted variable bias considered here
go in the same direction, and they also go in the same direction as the employment–labor
supply mismatch bias.

In addition to identifying their likely signs, it may be interesting to compare the magni-
tudes of these biases. The results from a simulation exercise that compares the magnitudes of
θ1, θ2, θ3, and θ4 under a range of structural parameter values can be found in Appendix B,
Appendix S1. These simulations indicate that each source of bias can potentially be larger than
any of the others, so additional information about the parameter values and the variances of
the shocks to equilibrium would be required to determine which source of bias is of greatest
concern in practice. This conclusion applies to an independent comparison of each source of
omitted variable bias relative to the employment–labor supply mismatch bias, a comparison of
the sum of all three sources of omitted variable bias relative to the employment–labor supply
mismatch bias, and a comparison of each source of omitted variables bias relative to each of
the other sources.

2.3 | Empirical strategy

As discussed above, the main threats to identification when estimating the effect of a change in
the farm labor supply on labor-intensive crop production are the use of an equilibrium employ-
ment variable in place of a labor supply variable and, relatedly, the presence of omitted variables
affecting labor demand. If an instrumental variable (Z) were available that generates labor
supply-driven variation in the employment variable while being uncorrelated with the
unobserved non-labor input supply, output demand, and productivity shocks (i.e., if  νjZ½ � ¼ 0),
using two-stage least squares to estimate Γ would remedy the omitted variable bias. Still, the
employment-labor supply mismatch bias would remain as employment is still used as the regressor
in place of the underlying labor supply variable. Of course, instruments that are relevant and satisfy
the exclusion restriction are rarely found in practice. Instead, we attempt to mitigate the primary
sources of omitted variable bias through the use of fixed effects and appropriate control variables
and interpret the empirical estimate as an upper bound for the effect of interest. Specifically, we
estimate the following OLS regression:

lnOict ¼Ω lnActþϕicþϕtþαc1tcþαc2t
2
c þ

X12
m¼1

τmTempmct þπmPrecipmct
� �þμict , ð18Þ

where i denotes a crop, c denotes a county, and t denotes a year. The outcomes of interest Oict �{Qict,
Hict, Yict} are three measures of crop production: Qict is the production of labor-intensive crop i in
county c in year t, Hict is the number of acres harvested, and Yict is the average yield (quantity
harvested per acre). The main explanatory variable of interest, lnAct , is the (log) number of crop
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workers employed in county c during that county’s peak employment quarter in year t.15 The error
term is μict.

All of the models we estimate include a set of county fixed effects (ϕc) or crop-by-county fixed
effects (ϕic). The county fixed effects control for time-invariant factors that differ by county, such as
seniority of water rights, geography, and soil quality, which could be correlated with production,
harvested acreage, and labor demand for hand-harvested crops. Thus, in line with our county-level equi-
librium displacement model, the identifying variation we exploit occurs along the time dimension.

Note that as long as the panel is balanced, once the county fixed effects are included in the regres-
sion, the addition of crop fixed effects (ϕi) or crop-by-county fixed effects (ϕic) may improve the
explanatory power of the model, but it will not mitigate any source of bias. This result emerges
because the employment variable does not vary by crop, so once the county fixed effects are included,
the crop fixed effects (or crop-by-county fixed effects) only explain variation in the outcome variable
but not in the employment variable. Nonetheless, to the extent that some crops are not produced in a
given county in every year of the sample, including crop fixed effects or crop-by-county fixed effects
will influence the coefficient of interest. Our empirical results support these conclusions as they dem-
onstrate that, whenever the panel is balanced, the coefficients are indeed identical.16 Our preferred
specification includes the crop-by-county fixed effects because they explain a significant amount of
variation in the outcome variable, thus providing a better fit to the data, and their inclusion does not
prevent the identification of meaningful upper bounds even when the panel of data is unbalanced.

Other fixed effects and control variables are included as part of our strategy to reduce omitted
variable bias. Table 1 contains a list of potential sources of omitted variable bias and the included
regressors that plausibly mitigate each one. First, we include year fixed effects (ϕt) to control for
shocks common to all counties within a year, such as aggregate demand shocks, or statewide
droughts, which may induce nonlabor input supply shocks in the form of restricted access to surface
water.

The second set of control variables (tc and t2c ) are linear and quadratic trends differentiated by
county, that is, tc = ϕc� t and t2c ¼ϕc� t2, where t is a continuous time variable. These trends con-
trol for smooth, yet potentially nonlinear, changes in productivity that could be caused by local tech-
nology diffusion, such as smart irrigation technologies, and factors that impact the nonlabor input
supply, such as urban expansion, which affects the amount of land available for crop production at a
local level.17

T A B L E 1 Sources of bias and mitigating variables

Source of bias Example
Mitigating
variables

Productivity shocks Spring freezes, extreme heat Tempmct

Rain during pollination Precipmct

Technology diffusion tc, t2c

Nonlabor input supply
shocks

Water restrictions during drought
years

ϕt

Local urban expansion tc, t2c

Output demand shocks Changes in preferences, trade ϕt

15A county’s peak employment quarter is determined by its average quarterly employment over the entire sample of years and remains constant
throughout the sample period (see Section 2). Appendix E.2 in Appendix S1 reports results from regressions that use average annual
employment as the main explanatory variable. The bounds produced by that analysis are larger in magnitude and remain statistically
significant.
16See Columns (4), (5), and (6) of Table 2, for instance.
17We provide results from a model that uses linear county trends instead of quadratic county trends in Appendix E.3 in Appendix S1.
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The third set of variables includes 12 monthly county-level average temperature variables
(Tempmct ) and 12 monthly county-level cumulative precipitation variables (Precipmct ), where m is a
month index (m = 1, …, 12). These 24 weather variables help control for local weather events, such
as spring freezes, extreme heat, or rain during pollination, all of which can affect the productivity of
labor and nonlabor inputs.

Although it is plausible that the OLS estimate of Ω, say ΩOLS, provides an improvement over
ΓOLS due to the model’s bias mitigation strategy, it may still suffer from upward bias due to the
employment-labor supply mismatch. As a result, one can reasonably expect that ξ1 ≤ ΩOLS, so we
interpret ΩOLS as an upper bound for the elasticity of labor-intensive crop production with respect
to the labor supply.

In order to estimate the impact of shifts in the farm labor supply on the total value of
production, we also estimate the following model:

lnRct ¼Ψ lnActþϕcþϕtþαc1tcþαc2t
2
c þ

X12
m¼1

τmTempmct þπmPrecipmct
� �þμct , ð19Þ

where Rct ¼
PI
i¼1

picQict denotes the total value of hand-harvested crops in a county in a year, calcu-

lated by multiplying the production of each crop in each county by its average price (calculated sepa-
rately for each crop in each county), and summing up over the crops grown in a county. The

average crop price is defined as pic ¼ 1=Tic�
PTic

t¼1
pict , where Tic identifies the number of years a crop

was grown in a county, and pict is the yearly price. We use average crop prices, as opposed to yearly
crop prices, as decreases in output may be offset by price increases even at the county level, and the
ultimate concern is about the social value of crop production rather than farmer revenue. Unlike
Hagerty (2020), we allow the price average to vary systematically by county in order to capture per-
manent differences in crop value arising from geographic factors (e.g., closeness to processing/
packing plants) and possibly harvest time during the year. Again, the coefficient of interest (ΨOLS) is
interpreted as an upper bound for the effect on the total value of production. Other variables in
Equation (19) are defined above except for μct, which is the error term.

In panel settings that have a natural regional clustering of observations, such as the county-level
data used in this analysis, it is common to use standard errors that are clustered at the region level
(Rogers, 1993). In order to conduct valid inference with cluster-robust standard errors, the errors
must not be correlated across clusters. This assumption may be difficult to justify when the clusters
are geographic regions located within close proximity to each other. The counties included in our
study, depicted in Figure 2, are the top 10 labor-intensive crop producing counties in California.

Using the Frees test, which is appropriate for use with static panel models when the number of years
in the data is less than the number of cross-sectional units and year fixed effects are included
(De Hoyos & Sarafidis, 2006; Frees, 1995), we test for cross-sectional dependence in the error term. The
Frees tests provide strong evidence of cross-sectional dependence, suggesting that standard error estimates
clustered at the county level would be biased. Inference based on clustered standard errors is also not valid
in our setting because the number of clusters should be large for the standard error estimates to be consis-
tent, yet we consider 10 counties at most. Instead, we use Driscoll-Kraay standard errors (Driscoll &
Kraay, 1998; Hoechle, 2007), which are robust to general forms of cross-sectional dependence, hetero-
skedasticity, and serial correlation up to a specified number of lags. We determine the number of lags by
using the heteroskedastic-robust Cumby-Huizinga general test for serial correlation (Cumby &
Huizinga, 1990). For comparability purposes, for each set of regressions within a table (e.g., for the top
5 counties) we choose the most conservative degree of serial correlation as determined by the Cumby-
Huizinga tests across the entire set. We also report county-clustered standard error estimates for reference.
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3 | DATA

Our data span the period from 1990 to 2019 and cover 10 of the 44 FV crop producing counties in
California.18 We exclude the more marginal counties, for which there is a greater potential for
measurement error in the employment variable due to a larger share of workers not involved in

F I G U R E 2 Geography of the top labor-intensive FV producing counties in California. The top 10 labor-intensive FV
producing counties are shaded in gray. The top five counties are outlined with a thick black border.

18Other major FV producing states, such as Florida, have significant data limitations that make it infeasible to conduct a comparative analysis.
For example, Florida does not include H-2A workers in its QCEW employment measures, whereas California does. In FY 2020, Florida had
about 40,000 H-2A jobs certified for work in the state, whereas annual QCEW employment was about 48,000, so Florida’s QCEW employment
measures significantly understate actual farm employment (Castillo et al., 2022). Nevertheless, an exercise using FLS hired labor data in
conjunction with the USDA-NASS production and harvested acreage data generates results that are of similar magnitude to those we find in
California. The results are available upon request to the authors.
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labor-intensive crop production. Counties are selected in descending order of importance with
respect to the total value of labor-intensive FV crops grown across the sample period. Calculations
exclude FV crops with a viable option for mechanical harvest. The top 10 counties produce about
86% of the value of all hand-harvested FV crops in the state. There are 69 such crops used in the
analysis, which are listed in Appendix C, Appendix S1.

The data were assembled from three separate sources. The crop production data were obtained
from the California County Agricultural Commissioners’ reports (NASS, 2021), which include the
value (in US dollars) and quantity (in US tons) of production, the number of acres harvested, and
the average yield per acre harvested for each crop in each county in each year.

The county-level crop employment data were obtained from the public Quarterly Census of
Employment and Wages (QCEW) data files (USBLS, 2021a). In 2019, California crop farmers employed
an average of 387,000 workers each month. California’s farm workers can be classified into three broad
categories: (i) those recruited and hired directly by farmers (direct hires), (ii) those hired by farm labor
contractors (FLCs) and then brought to farms to perform certain tasks (e.g., pruning, weeding, or
harvesting), and (iii) non-FLC crop-support workers contracted to perform certain tasks, such as tilling
the soil or providing mechanical harvesting services. Unlike direct hires and FLC workers, non-FLC
crop-support workers generally do not hand harvest FV crops and are not considered in the analysis.

Due to the seasonal nature of agriculture, the number of workers employed at any given time
fluctuates throughout the year. Figure 3 shows the average crop employment for each month during
2019, broken down by type of worker, revealing that statewide employment peaks during the sum-
mer months when the bulk of the harvest activities take place. The employment measures used in
the analysis identify the average employment during a county’s “peak employment quarter,”
assumed to be the period of time when the majority of the harvest activities take place. This peak
quarter was identified by determining the quarter during which the county had its highest average
employment over the time period 1990–2019. Once the peak quarter was defined for a county, the
employment values from that quarter were assigned to the county for the entire sample period. The
peak quarter is generally stable for most counties, although there are a handful of cases where a
county’s peak quarter fluctuates between adjacent quarters.19

Importantly for our identification strategy, statewide employment statistics mask significant het-
erogeneity among local labor markets, as can be seen in Figure 4, which shows employment trends
for a selection of counties constructed using the administrative employment data from the QCEW.

F I G U R E 3 Average monthly employment by worker type in California, 2019

19When these values differ, the difference in employment between the assigned quarter and the county’s actual peak quarter for that year is
usually nominal. The empirical estimates are nearly identical if we allow the peak employment quarter to vary from year to year.
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Finally, weather data were obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Climate Data Online website (NOAA, 2021).

Detailed information regarding how variables were constructed from the raw data is provided in
Appendix D, Appendix S1, where we also show a selection of summary statistics.

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | Labor-intensive crops

The results from estimating Equation (18) are reported in Tables 2 and 3.20 Table 2 shows the esti-
mates from a balanced panel of crops that, for a given county, are grown in all sample years. Table 3

F I G U R E 4 Average direct hire and FLC employment during the peak employment quarter, selected counties 1990–2019

20Appendix E.4 shows results from a sample that uses the share of FV production value, as opposed to the total FV production value, to identify
the top 10 FV counties. This procedure causes five of the counties to drop out of the previously selected set and five new ones to be added. Our
results are robust to this selection procedure. In Appendix E.5, we also provide a set of results for an expanded sample that includes
mechanically harvested FV crops (representing 28 additional crops). Those results are similar in terms of magnitude and significance level.
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shows estimates from a larger, unbalanced panel that includes the set of crops that, for a given
county, are grown in at least half of the sample years. Each table includes two panels: one for the top
five producing counties and the other for the top 10 producing counties. The top five (resp. 10)

T A B L E 2 Effects of a change in farm labor supply on hand-harvested FV production for crops grown in all sample years

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Top 5 counties

Production 0.524*** 0.609*** 0.560*** 0.661*** 0.661*** 0.661***

(0.143) (0.078) (0.142) (0.103) (0.104) (0.105)

[0.270] [0.266] [0.265] [0.275] [0.278] [0.279]

R2 0.064 0.064 0.064 0.065 0.737 0.901

Harvested acres 0.285*** 0.352*** 0.364*** 0.418*** 0.418*** 0.418***

(0.082) (0.071) (0.080) (0.081) (0.082) (0.083)

[0.144] [0.126] [0.107] [0.134] [0.135] [0.136]

R2 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.742 0.919

Yield 0.239*** 0.258*** 0.197** 0.243*** 0.243*** 0.243***

(0.078) (0.062) (0.082) (0.061) (0.061) (0.062)

[0.156] [0.159] [0.170] [0.147] [0.149] [0.149]

R2 0.138 0.141 0.139 0.142 0.765 0.789

N 1890 1890 1890 1890 1890 1890

Top 10 counties

Production 0.304*** 0.287*** 0.340*** 0.323*** 0.323*** 0.323***

(0.076) (0.049) (0.069) (0.048) (0.049) (0.049)

[0.183] [0.183] [0.187] [0.189] [0.191] [0.193]

R2 0.155 0.155 0.155 0.156 0.651 0.894

Harvested acres 0.285*** 0.268*** 0.308*** 0.287*** 0.287*** 0.287***

(0.036) (0.038) (0.040) (0.044) (0.044) (0.044)

[0.106] [0.108] [0.117] [0.118] [0.119] [0.120]

R2 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.661 0.906

Yield 0.019 0.020 0.032 0.036 0.036 0.036

(0.063) (0.033) (0.058) (0.028) (0.028) (0.028)

[0.115] [0.099] [0.132] [0.105] [0.105] [0.106]

R2 0.120 0.122 0.121 0.123 0.752 0.832

N 3649 3649 3649 3649 3649 3649

Year f.e. X X X X X X

Quadratic county trends X X X X X X

Monthly temp. controls – X – X X X

Monthly precip. controls – – X X X X

County f.e. X X X X X –

Crop f.e. – – – – X –

Crop-by-county f.e. – – – – – X

Note: Significance levels are based on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors, which are reported in parentheses. Driscoll–Kraay standard errors in the
top five (resp. 10) counties correct for serial correlation up to three (resp. four) lags. Standard errors clustered at the county level are reported in
brackets for reference.
**p < 0.05. ***p < 0.01.
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counties produce 67% (resp. 86%) of the value of all labor-intensive FV crops produced in the state.
Within each set of results is a subset of results for production, harvested acres, and average yield per
acre. Each column displays estimates from models that include a different set of control variables. With
the exception of Column (3), moving from left to right in a table, each column pertains to a model

T A B L E 3 Effects of a change in farm labor supply on hand-harvested FV production for crops grown in at least 15 of the
30 sample years

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Top 5 counties

Production 0.393*** 0.376*** 0.448*** 0.430*** 0.417*** 0.476***

(0.143) (0.074) (0.126) (0.069) (0.071) (0.077)

[0.190] [0.169] [0.168] [0.203] [0.255] [0.246]

R2 0.026 0.027 0.027 0.027 0.621 0.894

Harvested acres 0.168 0.154** 0.217** 0.206*** 0.246** 0.285***

(0.108) (0.065) (0.099) (0.074) (0.097) (0.066)

[0.080] [0.061] [0.035] [0.090] [0.151] [0.135]

R2 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.611 0.908

Yield 0.225*** 0.221*** 0.231*** 0.224*** 0.170** 0.191**

(0.067) (0.082) (0.069) (0.076) (0.074) (0.079)

[0.138] [0.113] [0.146] [0.118] [0.121] [0.122]

R2 0.104 0.107 0.105 0.108 0.742 0.779

N 3342 3342 3342 3342 3342 3342

Top 10 counties

Production 0.450*** 0.452*** 0.522*** 0.515*** 0.508*** 0.420***

(0.071) (0.051) (0.060) (0.053) (0.054) (0.040)

[0.129] [0.103] [0.113] [0.090] [0.129] [0.113]

R2 0.114 0.115 0.115 0.115 0.528 0.903

Harvested acres 0.296*** 0.294*** 0.327*** 0.332*** 0.364*** 0.281***

(0.045) (0.056) (0.045) (0.059) (0.054) (0.041)

[0.083] [0.073] [0.075] [0.058] [0.118] [0.080]

R2 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.120 0.523 0.911

Yield 0.154** 0.157*** 0.195*** 0.184*** 0.144*** 0.139***

(0.065) (0.039) (0.063) (0.040) (0.039) (0.039)

[0.099] [0.067] [0.109] [0.074] [0.062] [0.071]

R2 0.078 0.080 0.079 0.081 0.720 0.823

N 6018 6018 6018 6018 6018 6018

Year f.e. X X X X X X

Quadratic county trends X X X X X X

Monthly temp. controls – X – X X X

Monthly precip. controls – – X X X X

County f.e. X X X X X –

Crop f.e. – – – – X –

Crop-by-county f.e. – – – – – X

Note: Significance levels are based on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors, which are reported in parentheses. Driscoll–Kraay standard errors in the
top five (resp. 10) counties correct for serial correlation up to three (resp. four) lags. Standard errors clustered at the county level are reported in
brackets for reference.
**p < 0.05. ***p < 0.01.
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specification that is progressively more demanding. The results from our preferred specification, which
includes crop-by-county fixed effects and all monthly weather controls, are presented in Column (6).

When focusing on the production results for the top five counties in Table 2 (resp. Table 3), the
upper bound indicates that a 1% decrease in the farm labor supply causes at most a 0.66%
(resp. 0.48%) decrease in hand-harvested specialty crop production. Reduced production is primarily
channeled through a decrease in the number of acres harvested, although there is a significant, yet
smaller, effect on the average yield. One potential explanation for the yield effect is that farmers may
be constrained by the number of times they can get crews to harvest crops, such as strawberries, that
do not ripen uniformly and require multiple rounds of harvest. According to one California farmer,
if there are not enough workers to maintain a timely rotation from field to field, “eventually you get
so far behind that the crop gets overripe and you have to jump ahead and abandon sections”
(Estrabrook, 2021). A related explanation could be that farmers instruct scarce crews to only harvest
higher quality fruit, leaving lower value product in the field. Some farmers report losing “5%–10% of
[their] crop yield every day because [they don’t] have enough workers in the field” (Stoicheff, 2018).
According to a recent study conducted in northern and central California, selective picking of FV in
the field (and the five tons of food loss per acre that accompanies it) occurs even under normal cir-
cumstances (Baker et al., 2019). As a result, yield losses due to labor supply constraints could con-
tribute to food waste in a time where nearly 5% of US households suffer from food insecurity
(ERS, 2020). Because we do not observe planted acres, it is not possible to determine the extent to
which the effect we find on harvested acres is due to the difficulty to recruit workers at the time of
harvest, which would further contribute to food waste, rather than reduced planting of labor-
intensive FV crops in rational anticipation of labor shortages.

In the top five counties, the results from Table 2 (resp. Table 3) indicate that a 1% decrease in
the farm labor supply causes at most a 0.42% (resp. 0.29%) reduction in harvested acres and at most
a 0.24% (resp. 0.19%) decrease in the average yield. If the labor supply decreases at a rate of 1% per
year, as suggested by Charlton and Taylor (2016), our more conservative estimates indicate that
2500 acres of FV crops could be lost per annum. At that rate of decline, the joint reduction in
harvested acreage and yield could generate 60,000 tons of loss each year.

We extend the analysis to the top 10 counties to provide a more comprehensive view of Califor-
nia FV production. In the top 10 counties, the results from Table 2 (resp. Table 3) indicate that a 1%
reduction in the farm labor supply causes at most a 0.32% (resp. 0.42%) reduction in production, at
most a 0.29% (resp. 0.28%) reduction in harvested acres and at most a 0.04% (resp. 0.14%) reduction
in the average yield. Thus, when considering this broader set of counties, the estimates are consis-
tently smaller, warranting further discussion. It is plausible that the smaller production effects in the
top 10 counties are driven by smaller production effects in the top 6–10 counties. For example, the
upper bound for production in the top 6–10 counties with the unbalanced panel is 0.24, which is half
as large as that in the top five counties. Smaller production estimates in the top 6–10 counties may
result from intensive-margin labor adjustments that offset lower employment levels, key differences
in the dominant crops produced, and attenuation bias.

Evidence from the confidential NAWS data indicates that, relative to the top five counties,
workers in the top 6–10 counties worked 13% more hours over the course of our study, so it is likely
that intensive-margin labor adjustments have been more pronounced there. Additionally, if we
define the set of dominant crops for the top five (resp. top 6–10) counties as the top dozen revenue
generating crops, which together generate 74% (resp. 71%) of the value of production in those
counties over our sample period, the intersection of the two sets of dominant crops only contains
five crops. For example, avocado is the most valuable commodity produced in the top 6–10 counties,
but it ranks 18th in the top five counties. Avocado is a perennial crop with a very long harvest season
(Bender, 2012), so harvest can potentially be performed by fewer workers over a longer period of
time. Finally, the less prominent FV counties produce a smaller amount of FV crops, so there is
greater potential for a mismatch between crop employment and FV employment. Thus, attenuation
bias from classical measurement error may also play a role.
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Note that secondary effects could emerge as the labor supply shrinks. For example, American
farmers could lose market share to neighboring countries like Mexico, who have a competitive
advantage in labor (Johnson, 2018). On the other hand, if fresh produce prices rise as a result of
higher labor costs, healthy food options could become less accessible to those on the lower end of
the income distribution. Although higher labor costs may not be ideal for American farmers or con-
sumers, farmworkers who remain in the workforce could benefit as employers increase compensa-
tion. However, access to foreign guest workers via the H-2A visa program could limit the amount
farmers are willing to pay US-based workers because the Adverse Effect Wage Rate (AEWR), a
super-minimum wage rate that must be paid to H-2A workers, could act as a wage ceiling.

The results for the total value of labor-intensive FV production, presented in Table 4, are consis-
tent with the production results yet suggest that the effects are concentrated in the top five counties.
The estimates are based on the value of all labor-intensive crops grown within a county regardless of
how many years each crop appears in the sample. Moving from left to right in the table, regressions
include the same control variables as those presented in Columns (1) through (4) of Tables 2 and 3.
The results in Column (4) indicate that a 1% decrease in the farm labor supply in the top five
counties could cause as much as a 0.55% decrease in the total value of labor-intensive crop produc-
tion. Over the course of a decade, such losses could add up to $3.7 billion (or 2.9% of the total value
of production).21 The results for the top 10 counties are not statistically significant in the most

T A B L E 4 Effects of a change in farm labor supply on the value of hand-harvested FV crops

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Top 5 counties

Value 0.558*** 0.527*** 0.575*** 0.550***

(0.166) (0.119) (0.176) (0.135)

[0.233] [0.198] [0.189] [0.192]

R2 0.926 0.942 0.945 0.955

N 150 150 150 150

Top 10 counties

Value 0.227* 0.139 0.235* 0.141

(0.123) (0.113) (0.120) (0.114)

[0.186] [0.182] [0.182] [0.175]

R2 0.971 0.974 0.973 0.976

N 299 299 299 299

Year f.e. X X X X

County f.e. X X X X

Quadratic county trends X X X X

Monthly temp. controls – X – X

Monthly precip. controls – – X X

Note: Significance levels are based on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors, which are reported in parentheses. Driscoll–Kraay standard errors in the
top five (resp. 10) counties correct for serial correlation up to one lag (resp. two lags). Standard errors clustered at the county level are reported
in brackets for reference.
*p < 0.1. ***p < 0.01.

21This calculation assumes that the farm-gate revenue for the labor-intensive crops we consider in the top five counties in 2019 ($12.5 billion)
would have been maintained at that level over the course of the decade in the absence of the declining labor supply trend and that the effects
are compounded each year. For example, the losses experienced in Year 1 (resp. Year 2) result from a 1% (resp. 1.99% = 1% + 1% � 99%)
reduction in the labor supply relative to the amount that would have been produced in that year if there were no labor supply shocks. The
calculation ignores crops that are both hand harvested and mechanically harvested, such as wine and raisin grapes. Wine grapes, for example,
generate about $3.5 billion in farm-gate revenue each year, and a significant proportion (perhaps 50%) is harvested by hand.
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demanding specification, but the coefficients are smaller than those for the top five counties, which
is consistent with the production results.

4.2 | Dual labor markets

Dual labor markets are relevant in the agricultural sector because undocumented workers comprise
a significant share of the labor force. To the extent that employers are unwilling to hire undocu-
mented workers, that undocumented workers are unable or unwilling to present false legal docu-
ments, or that undocumented workers have lower education, experience, or English language ability,
they face inherent labor market frictions that impede their ability to move across employers
(Manning, 2003; Richards, 2018). Thus, undocumented labor may not be perfectly substitutable for
documented labor.

Mérel and Rutledge (2021) note that low-skilled sectors are notorious for having high rates of
“under the table” employment, where workers are paid in cash and employment is not reported to
the government. This type of informal employment is particularly attractive to undocumented
workers who are apprehensive about providing personal information to the government and are
willing to perform low-skilled, manual-intensive labor (Peri & Sparber, 2009). Additionally, workers
who work under the table are in a position to accept lower wages because payroll taxes, workman’s
compensation, and unemployment insurance contributions are not deducted from informal cash
wage payments.

The existence of a wage gap between documented and undocumented immigrants in US labor
markets has been well documented (see e.g., Borjas & Cassidy, 2019; Durand et al., 2016; Massey &
Gentsch, 2014; Rivera-Batiz, 1999), pointing to the existence of a distinct labor market for
unauthorized workers. Taylor (1992) finds econometric evidence that California’s farm labor market
is segmented along such lines, with undocumented farmworkers experiencing a significant earnings
gap. He concludes that undocumented status may act as a barrier to mobility in terms of gaining
access to higher paying, specialized farm jobs; thus, a productivity gap may emerge as a result of dif-
ferential job assignment. Fan, Alves Pena, and Perloff (2016)’s findings reinforce this notion by con-
cluding that the wages of documented workers have increased more than undocumented workers in
recent years, suggesting that documented workers could be more productive.

Although the QCEW employment data do not provide information about documented status,
they do enable us to identify whether workers were hired directly by farmers (NAICS code 111) or
were brought to farms by FLCs (NAICS code 115115). According to the NAWS, California’s FLC
workers have consistently had higher shares of undocumented workers (ranging from 10 pp to
30 pp more) over the course of our study, but undocumented workers still comprise about 40% of
the direct hires. To gain some insight into the predicted differences in the labor supply effects
between documented and undocumented workers, we run separate sets of regressions that focus
either on direct hires or on FLC workers.

The results are reported in Appendix F, Appendix S1. They show larger upper bounds for the
workers directly hired by farmers, suggesting that reductions in the supply of legally authorized
workers create larger production losses. For example, Table F.1.1 (resp. Table F.2.1), Appendix S1
indicates that the upper bound for the production-labor supply elasticity in the top five counties is a
statistically significant 0.54 for direct hires (resp. 0.31 for FLC workers). In the top 10 counties, the
upper bound for production is 0.45 for direct hires and 0.11 for FLC workers.

Another factor that may contribute to this finding is that workers hired directly by farmers are
more likely to have worked for their current employer for a longer period of time and may have
accumulated human capital specific to their current job, whereas workers who are brought to a farm
by an FLC have less relevant work experience. Data from the NAWS support this hypothesis, as Cal-
ifornia farmworkers who were hired directly by farmers had an average of two additional years of
farm work experience relative to FLC workers over our sample period. Additionally, direct hires were
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15% points more likely to have had only one farm employer in the previous 12 months, suggesting
that workers directly hired by farmers were more likely to have gained a work experience premium
specific to their current place of employment.

4.3 | Mechanically harvested nut and field crops

Nut and field crops are harvested by machines and thus require much less labor than hand-harvested
crops to produce. For example, according to a 2016 cost study for almond production in the San
Joaquin valley, labor only accounts for 3.2% of total production costs (Yaghmour et al., 2016). As a
result, one should not expect to find labor availability effects on the production of mechanically
harvested crops as large as those found in labor-intensive crops. Formally, the elasticity of crop pro-
duction with respect to the labor supply, ξ1, has a limit of zero as kA approaches zero (see
Equation (7)). Thus, when the labor input only accounts for a small share of the production costs,
labor supply shocks only induce small production effects. In order to test this hypothesis, and as a
falsification test for our results regarding labor-intensive crops, we estimate the elasticity of produc-
tion with respect to the farm labor supply separately for nut and field crops, using the same regres-
sion framework as in Section 3.1. We focus on the top five and top 10 nut or field crop producing
counties, which have some geographic overlap with the top labor-intensive crop producing counties
but are not located in the coastal regions (see Figure 5).

The estimated impacts for nut and field crops (considered separately) using an unbalanced panel
of data are shown in Tables 5 and 6. The unbalanced panels include crops grown within a county in
at least half of the sample years. There are only four major nut crops produced in California:
almonds, walnuts, pistachios, and pecans. Almond production, which has increased three-fold since
the turn of the millennium, accounts for the lion’s share of nut production in terms of weight (nearly
60%) and had a farm-gate value of roughly $7 billion in 2019. In terms of field crops, alfalfa hay was
the top revenue generator, whereas corn silage was the leading crop in terms of tonnage. As with the
hand-harvested crops, we also generated a set of results using a smaller, balanced panel of data,
which are shown in Appendix G, Appendix S1. There, we also show regression results for samples
that include both nut and field crops.

A review of these tables reveals two important facts. First, the magnitudes of the coefficients,
when positive, are much smaller than those found in the FV crop analysis, and they are never posi-
tive and statistically significant. The positive coefficients for nut crops (resp. field crops) range from
a statistically insignificant 0.001 to a statistically insignificant 0.169 (resp. 0.022 to 0.095). These esti-
mates are less than half the magnitude of any of those produced by the FV analysis. Positive coeffi-
cients for the combined nut and field crop sample range from 0.005 to 0.247 (see Tables G.3 and G.4
in Appendix G). Second, in some instances, the production coefficients are negative, although when
they are, they are only statistically significant for certain specifications using the unbalanced panel of
data for field crops. For instance, the elasticity estimate for the top 10 counties in column (4) of
Table 6 reveals an upper bound of �0.323. A negative elasticity would imply that a decline in the
farm labor supply causes an increase in the production of mechanically harvested crops. Although a
negative elasticity would confirm anecdotal evidence that indicates some farmers are switching pro-
duction out of hand-harvested crops toward crops that can be mechanically harvested (e.g., CFBF
and UC Davis, 2019; Martin, 2019; Rutledge and Taylor, 2019; Ryssdal, 2017), the results presented
here do not provide a uniform body of evidence to support that hypothesis.22

22In the top 10 field crop producing counties, 42% of the value of production comes from fruits and vegetables, so demand for FV labor is still
prevalent there. The statistically significant negative coefficients for field crop yields in Table 6 could then be the result of reverse causality. For
example, a production shock early in the season could reduce the demand for field crop cultivation and machine harvest workers, causing some
field crop workers to seek employment on FV farms performing cultivation work or operating tractors and machinery. Moreover, lower field
crop yields would almost certainly lead to lower demand for post-harvest field crop workers, who comprise the largest group not included in
our employment measure. Lower field crop yields could thus induce a nontrivial increase in FV employment, leading to reverse causality.
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The results for the total value of nut and field crop production (considered separately), which
can be found in Table 7, are generally consistent with the production results. All of the coefficients
are small in magnitude, and none of them are statistically significant. Overall, these falsification
results indicate that the labor supply constraints FV farmers have expressed concern about in recent

T A B L E 5 Effects of a change in farm labor supply on the production of nut crops grown in at least 15 of the 30 sample
years

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Top 5 counties

Production 0.169 0.016 0.113 0.001 0.001 0.001

(0.203) (0.181) (0.208) (0.204) (0.204) (0.206)

[0.082] [0.031] [0.124] [0.058] [0.059] [0.059]

R2 0.280 0.281 0.281 0.282 0.630 0.942

Harvested acres 0.171 0.127 0.150 0.165 0.165 0.165

(0.109) (0.112) (0.118) (0.119) (0.119) (0.120)

[0.149] [0.122] [0.188] [0.159] [0.159] [0.161]

R2 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.721 0.969

Yield �0.002 �0.111 �0.036 �0.164 �0.164 �0.164

(0.202) (0.152) (0.193) (0.157) (0.158) (0.160)

[0.114] [0.107] [0.175] [0.108] [0.108] [0.109]

R2 0.165 0.182 0.172 0.189 0.625 0.646

N 380 380 380 380 380 380

Top 10 counties

Production �0.083 �0.103 �0.125 �0.135 �0.126 �0.054

(0.098) (0.097) (0.116) (0.115) (0.110) (0.077)

[0.095] [0.105] [0.130] [0.129] [0.119] [0.087]

R2 0.267 0.268 0.268 0.268 0.524 0.949

Harvested Acres �0.201** �0.213** �0.180* �0.185** �0.177** �0.110*

(0.093) (0.086) (0.094) (0.090) (0.086) (0.063)

[0.124] [0.141] [0.114] [0.130] [0.124] [0.112]

R2 0.219 0.219 0.219 0.220 0.581 0.968

Yield 0.118* 0.110 0.055 0.050 0.051 0.056

(0.069) (0.076) (0.073) (0.070) (0.070) (0.069)

[0.085] [0.087] [0.074] [0.073] [0.072] [0.072]

R2 0.187 0.194 0.198 0.203 0.660 0.694

N 775 775 775 775 775 775

Year f.e. X X X X X X

Quadratic county trends X X X X X X

Monthly temp. controls – X – X X X

Monthly precip. controls – – X X X X

County f.e. X X X X X –

Crop f.e. – – – – X –

Crop-by-county f.e. – – – – – X

Note: Significance levels are based on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors, which are reported in parentheses. Driscoll–Kraay standard errors in the
top five and 10 counties do not correct for any degree of serial correlation. Standard errors clustered at the county level are reported in brackets
for reference.
*p < 0.1. **p < 0.05.
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years do not have a detectable impact on the production and value of mechanically harvested crops.
Therefore, mechanization could provide a viable alternative to manual harvest labor if technologies
were available and advanced enough to prevent the types of damage that consumers consider unac-
ceptable. Other possible short-to-medium term solutions include the mechanization of labor-

T A B L E 6 Effects of a change in farm labor supply on the production of field crops grown in at least 15 of the 30 sample
years

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Top 5 counties

Production �0.080 �0.163 �0.080 �0.209 0.093 �0.021

(0.234) (0.245) (0.217) (0.188) (0.154) (0.140)

[0.301] [0.370] [0.268] [0.291] [0.135] [0.152]

R2 0.033 0.034 0.034 0.035 0.837 0.903

Harvested acres �0.050 �0.166 �0.030 �0.165 0.066 0.005

(0.215) (0.230) (0.169) (0.164) (0.154) (0.127)

[0.235] [0.287] [0.206] [0.226] [0.128] [0.151]

R2 0.060 0.061 0.062 0.064 0.656 0.794

Yield �0.029 0.004 �0.049 �0.044 0.027 �0.026

(0.122) (0.146) (0.132) (0.138) (0.061) (0.058)

[0.113] [0.135] [0.105] [0.132] [0.047] [0.048]

R2 0.039 0.039 0.039 0.039 0.967 0.975

N 1401 1401 1401 1401 1401 1401

Top 10 counties

Production �0.319** �0.297* �0.323** �0.323** �0.145 �0.139

(0.134) (0.167) (0.131) (0.149) (0.113) (0.116)

[0.154] [0.185] [0.172] [0.197] [0.188] [0.162]

R2 0.092 0.092 0.092 0.093 0.795 0.923

Harvested acres �0.084 �0.116 �0.083 �0.137 �0.079 �0.056

(0.098) (0.135) (0.094) (0.114) (0.109) (0.110)

[0.060] [0.097] [0.082] [0.118] [0.132] [0.109]

R2 0.142 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.597 0.847

Yield �0.235** �0.181** �0.240*** �0.186** �0.066** �0.083***

(0.095) (0.083) (0.090) (0.078) (0.032) (0.029)

[0.098] [0.096] [0.096] [0.089] [0.057] [0.054]

R2 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.961 0.973

N 2592 2592 2592 2592 2592 2592

Year f.e. X X X X X X

Quadratic county trends X X X X X X

Monthly temp. controls – X – X X X

Monthly precip. controls – – X X X X

County f.e. X X X X X –

Crop f.e. – – – – X –

Crop-by-county f.e. – – – – – X

Note: Significance levels are based on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors, which are reported in parentheses. Driscoll–Kraay standard errors in the
top five and 10 counties correct for serial correlation up to three lags. Standard errors clustered at the county level are reported in brackets for
reference.
*p < 0.1. **p < 0.05. ***p < 0.01.
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intensive tasks that complement the harvesting process. For example, mechanical engineers are
developing automated, self-guided carts for strawberry crops that drive into the middle of the field
to pick up trays of berries and bring them back to packing crews at the edge of the field
(UC Davis, 2021). This technology eliminates the need for workers to walk back and forth to deliver
trays, increasing the amount of time they can spend picking fruit.23

5 | CONCLUSION

Recent studies point to a decline in the US farm labor supply driven by demographic and structural
changes in Mexico, increased US border security measures, and a decline in the number of farm

T A B L E 7 Effects of a change in farm labor supply on the value of nut and field crops

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Top 5 counties

Nut value �0.049 �0.065 �0.060 �0.065

(0.192) (0.153) (0.186) (0.161)

[0.161] [0.127] [0.170] [0.145]

R2 0.981 0.986 0.983 0.987

N 146 146 146 146

Field crop value �0.009 �0.020 �0.004 �0.071

(0.116) (0.152) (0.124) (0.149)

[0.166] [0.233] [0.167] [0.200]

R2 0.858 0.872 0.876 0.888

N 145 145 145 145

Top 10 counties

Nut value 0.028 0.058 0.021 0.041

(0.074) (0.073) (0.087) (0.081)

[0.089] [0.069] [0.076] [0.049]

R2 0.983 0.984 0.984 0.985

N 277 277 277 277

Field crop value �0.147 �0.109 �0.159 �0.133

(0.108) (0.125) (0.100) (0.116)

[0.129] [0.155] [0.125] [0.150]

R2 0.934 0.938 0.937 0.940

N 252 252 252 252

Year f.e. X X X X

County f.e. X X X X

Quadratic county trends X X X X

Monthly temp. controls – X – X

Monthly precip. controls – – X X

Note: Significance levels are based on Driscoll–Kraay standard errors, which are reported in parentheses. Driscoll–Kraay standard errors in the
nut crop analysis and the analysis of the top five field crop counties do not correct for any degree of serial correlation. In the analysis of the top
10 field crop counties, the Driscoll–Kraay standard errors correct for serial correlation up to one lag. Standard errors clustered at the county
level are reported in brackets for reference.

23Hamilton et al. (2021) argue that the adoption of mechanical harvest aids, which serve as technical complements in production, has lagged
behind because these technologies increase productivity and push wages up, thus disincentivizing their use.
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workers willing to engage in follow-the-crop migration, which has reduced the geographic reach of
local farm labor markets. A smaller farm labor supply has the potential to reduce access to safe and
healthy produce, increase the nation’s reliance upon foreign producers, and reduce the profitability
of US farm operations. To examine the extent to which changes in the farm labor supply may affect
crop production, we estimate panel regressions using a rich set of production and employment data
from California counties. We use an equilibrium displacement model to gain insight into the bias
likely to affect our empirical estimates. Our regression results reveal statistically significant upper
bounds for the effects of labor supply shifts on the production of hand-harvested FV crops but, as
expected, not on that of mechanically harvested crops.

California is the leading FV producer in the United States, contributing two-thirds of the domes-
tically produced fruits and one-third of the vegetables. As a result, labor-supply driven production
effects in California would likely reverberate throughout the nation. Although the bounds for FV
production we find are economically meaningful, they indicate that the impacts of a declining farm
labor supply will likely be limited in California over the next decade. These effects are perhaps best
exemplified by focusing on the top five producing counties, which produce 67% of the value of all
labor-intensive crops in the state. According to Charlton and Taylor (2016), the US farm labor sup-
ply is shrinking by about 1% each year. A decline in the farm labor supply of that magnitude in the
top five counties could cause a loss of 60,000 tons (or 0.48%) of hand-harvested FV each year. Pro-
duction value losses of 0.55% per year for the crops we consider in those counties could add up to as
much as $3.7 billion, or 2.9% of the total value of state production, over the course of a decade.

Importantly, our results reveal that there does not exist a one-to-one relationship between farm
labor and labor-intensive fruit and vegetable production, suggesting that other inputs could poten-
tially substitute for labor. At least two factors may contribute to this finding. First, the farm labor
supply in this study only considers the number of workers and does not account for adjustments on
the intensive margin, such as changes in the number of weeks worked or hours of work per week.
Data from the NAWS indicate that, on average, farm workers have been supplying more units of
labor each year (US Department of Labor, 2021). Over the past few decades, farmers have become
increasingly reliant upon farm labor contractors to reduce frictions in the farm labor market
(USBLS, 2021a, 2021b; Thilmany, 1996; Thilmany & Blank, 1996). The use of farm labor contractors
helps reduce the burden associated with finding harvest workers, which can increase the number of
employee-employer matches throughout the year. An increase in the number of these matches can
translate into intensive margin adjustments as workers find more employment. As a result, a 1%
decrease in the supply of workers may correspond to a smaller decrease in the supply of labor units,
thus estimates based on units of labor could potentially be larger than those uncovered by the pre-
sent analysis. It is not clear to us, however, that an elasticity with respect to labor units would neces-
sarily be more relevant for policy purposes than one based on worker counts.

Second, farmers are increasingly making use of labor-saving technologies (CFBF & UC
Davis, 2019; Rutledge & Taylor, 2019). Although mechanical harvesters are currently not available
for the vast majority of FV crops, other technologies, such as hydraulic platforms in tree orchards
and conveyor belts in lettuce fields, are readily available and can help stretch the remaining work-
force by increasing efficiency and reducing the physical difficulty associated with harvesting,
enabling workers to maintain high levels of productivity. Our falsification tests on nut and field
crops suggest that harvest mechanization could provide an alternative to the use of hand-harvest
labor in a time of labor scarcity, provided that technologies are advanced enough to prevent unac-
ceptable damage to crops.
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